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Purpose PSST is designed to teach the skills involved in effective problem solving, including skills that address the practical problems faced by healthcare professionals. Strategy See the task-specific description for each session in PSST below. Target Population PSST was developed to provide PST to parents of children with cancer and other diseases. Clinical protocol. Sessions can be structured as follows: Training Session 1 (or
more if necessary) Review general clinical guidelines a. Establish the parent-interventionist relationship b. Show interest in the parent as a person and the child's problem (i.e., PSST should be provided in the context of a support relationship) Introduce the PSST program a. Explain general troubleshooting strategies b. Present and discuss the main manual Examine the specific problems and stressors reported by the parent a. Ask the
parent to discuss the relevant issues b. Have the parent first select the issue to work on. (This can be any problem, not just a specific cancer problem) Discuss the parent worksheets in detail at. Complete the problem analysis chart together b. Complete possible solutions and potential graphic barriers Assign homework to. Ask the parent to run the solution they ranked as most likely to succeed b. Ask the parent to complete the action
and results graph by the next session c. Discuss the concepts behind identifying the automatic graph of thoughts and feelings, and ask the parent to complete by the next session Provide an overview of the format for subsequent sessions. Importance of stress for homework completion b. Provide contact information so that the parent can ask questions between sessions 2-6 Go beyond assigning tasks in detail to. Carefully review all
completed charts b. Work together on an issue in session c. Assign new training sessions for homework 7-8 In addition to the above, discuss the need for a support partner to assist in the development of problem solving skills over time after the completion of Outcomes Research References Sahler, O., Fairclough, D., Phipps, S., Mulhern, R., Dolgin, M., Noll, R., Katz, E., Varni, J.W., Copeland, D., &amp; Butler , D. (2005). Using
troubleshooting skills training to reduce negative affectivity in mothers of newly diagnosed cancer babies: reporting a randomized multisite study. Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology, 73, 272–283. Varni, J. W., Sahler, O. J., Katz, E. R., Mulhern, R. K., Copeland, D. R., Noll, R.B, et al. Maternal therapy for the resolution of in paediatric cancer. Journal of Psychosocial Oncology, 16, 41–71. Clinical Approach References Iobst,
E.A., Alderfer, M.A., Sahler, O.J., Askins, M.A., Fairclough, D.L., Katz, E.R., Butler, R.W., Dolgin, M.J. &amp; Noll R.B. (2009). Problem solving and maternal discomfort when a child is diagnosed with cancer in two-parent families compared to one-parent families. Journal of Pediatric Psychology, 34, 817-821. The content I just read: Thank you for let us know that this page. Thank you for for Evaluation. How could we improve this
content? Contact the public interest management While it may seem that some people have just been born with stronger problem-solving skills, there are strategies that anyone can use to improve them. That's right, you can significantly improve your skills in this area — and the best part is that most of these activities are pretty fun too! What are the different types of troubleshooting capabilities? Before we get to fun tasks, we refine
our understanding of problem-solving skills, which are all techniques that help you consistently: Understand the causes of problems Overcome short-term crises Create strategies to solve long-term problems Turn problems into opportunities You'll be able to better solve problems in your role as you grow into your industry-specific knowledge. But there are also some universal problem solving skills that we all need: Defining the
problem: deeply understanding a problem through research, leading to better solutions. The research may include interviews, reading books and emails, analyzing financial data, searching the organization's intranet, and organizing results. Brainstorming: Quickly create a myriad of new solutions. In group brainstorming, allow everyone to declare ideas. He appreciates all contributions and avoids criticism. Then, organize solutions into
groups around common themes. Analysis: Using disciplined thought processes to evaluate every possible solution. In addition to listing their costs and benefits, you could apply deductive reasoning, game theory, and logic rules (including fallacies) to them. Risk management: anticipate and try to avoid the downsides of key solutions. Your team can list potential risks, assess the likelihood of each being, predict a date by which each
might or may no longer be a problem, and come up with ways to reduce those risks. Decide: the ability to decide on a solution and move forward with it. After an appropriate period of time, an analysis of possible solutions, and feedback from team members, a designated decision-makers must choose and implement a solution. Emotion management: Apply emotional intelligence to improve the ability of members of you and your team
to think clearly. This requires recognizing emotions in yourself and others, managing feelings, and channeling emotions into a useful job. 10 exciting tasks to boost your troubleshooting skills Use these ten creative tips to improve problem-solving skills, develop more strategic ways of thinking, and train your brain to do more. 1. Dance Your Heart Out that dancing has a positive impact on neural processing, perhaps developing new
neural pathways to bypass depleted dopamine blocks in the brain? This means that if you engage in ballet or another form of structured dance, doing so can facilitate convergent thinking. In other words, it can help you find a unique and appropriate answer to a problem. If you need help with divergent thinking (finding more answers to a engaging in more improvised types of dance like hip-hop or tap could just do the trick. 2. Train your
brain with logical puzzles or games The winning strategy when playing chess, Sudoku, a Rubik's Cube or other brain-stimulating games is actually to work the problem backwards, not forwards. The same strategy can apply to realistic strategic thinking situations. To build brain muscle and develop new problem-solving techniques, practice some logical puzzles and other games. 3. Sleep well at night More than any other sleep or awake
state, Rapid Eye Movement (REM) sleep directly improves creative processing in the brain. REM sleep helps stimulate associative networks, allowing the brain to create new and useful associations between unrelated ideas and are not due to selective memory improvements such as memory consolidation, which occurs when awake. 4. Train some tracks A study on patients with cardiac rehabilitation tested verbal fluidity after exercise
with and without music. The results showed that when they listened to music while training, participants more than doubled their scores in verbal fluidity tests in contrast to when they trained in silence. According to the study's lead author, The combination of music and exercise can stimulate and increase cognitive arousal while helping to organize cognitive output. Get your free toolkit to identify your strengths and minimize your
weaknesses. Click here to download your toolkit today. 5. Keep a Diary of Ideas with you You will be able to quickly record important thoughts, write personal experiences, sketch and explore ideas when you always keep an Idea Journal with you. Solving problems by sorting your thoughts on paper and then displaying them more objectively is easier than having all your thoughts stuck in your head (and will provide better
troubleshooting strategies). 6. Participate in Yoga The powerful combination of body awareness, breathing and meditation required during yoga practice has been shown to significantly increase cognitive test scores. Other results from a University of Illinois study include shorter reaction times, greater accuracy, and more attention. 7. Eat some Cheerios (And then think about it) The Cheerios effect is the name that physicists have given
to the event that happens when the last cheerios in a bowl always cling to each other. The cause of this event is surface tension. The takeaway is that when it comes to experiencing tension while trying to solve a problem, cling to those around you. Trust the experiences and ideas of others, including those of different career. Draw connections. Brainstorming. Work together to do the job. 8. Use Mind Maps to help visualize problem
mind maps, a visual snapshot of a problem and its possible solutions, can help focus the mind, stimulate the brain, increase creative thinking capacity, and generate more ideas for solutions. Create a mind map by drawing your own as the central idea. Add main branches consisting of all the reasons for the problem. Use sub-branches to explore more details. Next, create a separate mind map of all possible solutions to the central
problem. Add main branches that show all the ways your problem can be solved, such as colleagues who can help you, techniques you can apply, and other resources that you can use. Add sub-branches to further explore the details. Create a final branch with the most suitable solution for the main problem. Use sub-branches for details. Through this exercise, you should be able to see which branch or option is the most practical
troubleshooting method, which saves time and cost-ies. 9. Create Psychological Distance What is psychological distance? According to the theory of the level of education (CLT), it is all that we do not experience as it happens now, here and to ourselves. Some examples include taking another person's perspective or thinking about the problem as unlikely. Scientists have shown that by increasing the mental distance between us and
our problem, we will have an increase in creative solutions. This is because thinking more abstractly helps us form unexpected connections between seemingly unrelated concepts, thus allowing our minds to increase its problem-solving capability. 10. Play some football A link has been found between the executive functions of our brain and sporting success. When we're in action, our brains are rapidly multitasking between movement,
anticipation, strategization, reaction, and execution. Doing all these things at once requires a huge amount of brain activity. This can be linked to our world of work when we plan, reason, monitor our actions and solve problems all at once. Therefore, you may conclude that when you play football or any other fast-moving sport, you are rewiring your brain to be faster at thinking, processing and reacting to problems. To learn more about
how to increase your troubleshooting and decision-making skills, or to receive training on applied strategic thinking skills, contact CMOE today! Today!
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